
MANIFESTO ON THE SPANISH INSTITUTIONAL METAMAFIA

Large media companies are already institutionalised. People are their
clients. The majority of the people are unaware of the reality, so the
media  hide  the  news  on  the  seriousness  of  this  reality.  It  can  be
concluded that the Spanish public sector is a big byzantine business, as
per the official information and the news published. This already has
dramatic consequences on most of the Spanish people.

The following news listed below show the deterioration well:

1. “The institutional metamafia as the cause for the decay of Spain”
(alertanacional.com, 21/02/2020).

2. “A bunch of cowboys country: Spain has a public body per 2,300
people” (Voz Populi, 02-02-2020). This articles explains that the
public  sector’s  main  priority  is  the  illicit  gains  of  the  public
authorities.

3. “More than 75% of Spanish people don’t trust the political parties,
the parlament and the government” (efe.com, 06/03/2019).

4. “The  state  sewers  under  escrutiny  by  the  judicial  system”
(elpais.com, 08/04/2019)

5. “One segment of the police forces implicate the former king Juan
Carlos in the ‘Pujol case’” (El Mundo 2017); “The former mistress
of former king Juan Carlos confirms she was used as a front man
to launder money”; in 2012, The New York times published the
news  that  former  king  Juan  Carlos  had  a  fortune  of
$2,300millions; “The formr Elf  president said, already in 2003,
that he had delivered to the personal address of the former king
Juan Carlos a 55 million euros commission”; “The Spanish Tax
Office TECNICOS believe that the former king Juan Carlos could
be  investigated  for  tax  fraud  and  money  laundering”
(europaPress,  12/07/2018);  “  The  Swiss  public  prosecutor
gathers evidence on the front man plot involving the former king
Juan Carlos, the First” (diario.es, 19/02/2020).

6. The  public  prosecutor’s  office  and the  public  deffender’s  office
request the charges on the princess Cristina to be lifted”, “The
government  must  allow  the  Law  to  rule  on  the  princess  (EL
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MUNDO)”, “Lady Cristina on the dock (ABC)” and “The Tribunal
rejected in the  proceedings the  summons as witnesses for  the
current Head of State, Felipe VI as well as for his father Juan
Carlos” (www.lamoncloa.gov.es); “Princess Cristina evaded money,
upon the Tax Authorities specialists.  These specialists disagree
with the considerations from the Tax Authorities technicians that
have appeared in court at Noos case” (El Mundo, 07/06/2016);
“The Tax Authorities deny any special treatment to the princess
and confirm that everybody gets the same treatment”, “El Mundo
journal published that the Tax Authorities had approved as valid
three false  invoices”,  “The PSOE political  party condemned the
political  meddling in the Tax Authorities”  and “Political  parties
UpyD, PNV and ICV believe the Tax Authorities are favouring the
princess” (03-12-2013, RTVE.es); “The international press focus
on  the  acquittal  of  the  princess  on  fraud”  (radiocable.com,
17/02/2017); “The trade union “Manos Limpias” (Clean Hands)
brand as “outrageous” the fact that the Supreme Court sentenced
them to pay the legal costs when it wasn’t even a rash complaint,
neither was there bad faith,  when the Investigating Judge and
even the Palma de Mallorca Chamber accepted the complaint as
they considered there was solid evidence of crime in many of the
legal ruling they issued” (LaVanguardia, 12/06/2018).

7. In  1983  the  Spanish  government  set  up  the  Liberation
Antiterrorist  Groups  (GAL  in  Spanish).  This  way  the  State-
sponsored terrorism. Currently this is performed via the National
Center  of  Intelligence  (CNI),  the  Ministries  of  the  Interior  and
Justice, and the Department of Public Prosecution.

8. It was in the tragic year 1985 that the State-sponsored terrorism
was institutionalised,  through three  main laws:  a  fundamental
law that was an act of parliament governing the judiciary (LOPJ
in Spanish, by which the politicians appoint the members of the
highest governing body of the judges), the Spanish Electoral Law
(it  safeguards  the  bipartisanship  and  established  the  alliance
between the two main political parties PP (right wing) and PSOE
(left wing) and the Savings Banks Law (which allows politicians to
control up to a 51% of the Spanish banking system). The Spanish
government warns that “those that don’t accept this will get out of
the  picture”,  and  demands  obedience  and  subjugation  to  the
public  authorities;  this  way  the  meta-mafia  was  born,
establishing criminal priorities for all public sector. To keep the
meta-mafia, public and administrative authorities allow any civil
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servant to use the institutional power to become rich or satisfy
his/her  vices.  Their  own  benefit  and  that  of  the  whole  civil
servants become the priority for politicians, police forces, judicial
authorities,  tax  authorities  staff,  national  insurance,  Bank  of
Spain, CNMV (the National Securities Market Commission), social
services, educational and health centers, state-owned companies,
ministries,  autonomous  and  municipal  institutions,  etc.  The
meta-mafia criminal business becomes an institutinal priority.

9. The legislative perversion of justice is now the norm and never
have  the  members  of  parliament  been  crminally  sentenced
(GRECO 2013). The law hinders the public interest to favour a
minority (abusecracy) and the institutions (slave totalitarianism).
The  sentences  from  the  European  Court  for  Human  Rights
(TEDH) and from the Court of Justice of European Union (TJUE),
the  reprovals  for  not  having  incorporated  into  national  law
international rules, or for not having put them into practice (like
the one from United Nations Convention against corruption from
2003),  as  well  as  many  news  press,  confirm  all  this.  The
Constitutional Tribunal and the Supreme Court have repeatedly
reproached the lawmaker for keeping law that has been declared
corrupt by the European tribunals.  On 19 February 2020, the
Constitutional Tribunal President “drew attention on the need to
harmonise  our  legal  system  with  the  european  law,  not  just
through the Human Rights European Tribunal jurisprudence, but
mainly through the principles, values and goals of the European
Union,  gathered  in  the  EU  treaty  articles  2,  4.2  and  6”
(Constitutional Tribunal, press note on 19 February 2020).

10. The  executive  perversion  of  justice  is  the  norm and it’s  never
sentenced. Spain is then, leader on this subject within Western
Europe. The GRECO (Group of States against Corruption) reports,
the  reproaches  for  not  ratifying  the  international  law  (like  the
European  Criminal  Convention  against  Corruption)  and  the
abundant news press on corruption confirm all this. Every rule,
every budget allocation and expense benefit only the minorities
jeopardising  the  majority  (abusecracy  and  social  parasitism),
consolidating the meta-mafia and speeding up a downward spiral.

11. The perversion of justice is the norm and bribery is usual (sale of
court  sentences).  The  judicial  corruption  is  the  largest  within
Western  Europe;  it  has  destroyed  the  society  and  it  keeps
destroying  thousands of  people’s  lives  every  year.  The  GRECO
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reports, the European and international tribunals sentences, as
well  as  the  limited  news  press  confirm  all  this.  The  judges
consolidate  the  abusecracy  and  the  totalitarism.  There  is  a
revealing  case,  showing  this  systemic  corruption,  described  in
“Making  a  rapist;  the  Romano  van  der  Dussen’s  ordeal”
(elpais.com,  06/03/2016);  “The  lsit  of  judges  that  received
payments from Ausbanc” (elplural.com, 30/05/2016); “Six out of
10 Spanish people don’t trust in justice” (abc.es, 22/11/2013);
“125 innocent people are still in jail  since 2002 due to serious
mistakes (elpais, 21/12/2009), no judge was convicted for those
“mistakes”.

12. The  perversion  of  justice  at  the  Constitutional  Tribunal  is  the
norm,  as  the  rejection  of  more  than  90% of  the  appeals  and
sentences from the  European Court  for  Human Rights  (TEDH)
and from the Court of Justice of European Union (TJUE) confirm.

13. In 2016, the European Court for Human Rights (TEDH, Spanish
acronym), sentenced Spain for the abuse of the democracy and
for threatening lawyers defending the institutional victims (Ravelo
case). Threatening lawyers strikes out democracy and the rule of
law, further, it establishes the tyranny of the judges. This threat
becomes  the  most  serious  state  terrorism  or  institutional
terrorism that violates the defense counsel right (ie.: the right to
be defended by a lawyer),  leaving people  vulnerable.  Thus, the
public  authority creates an authoritarian totalitarism, which is
the worst system. Despite this sentence from the European Court
for  Human  Rights,  lawyers  and  managers  of  judicial  victims
associations are still sentenced.

14. “Spain is undergoing the fifth year at the top of the environmental
offences in Europe” (eldiario.es, 23/02/2020). Sanitary overspend
and premature deaths.

15. “Corruption in the army: gifts and meals for the high command in
return for contracts for companies” (diario16.com, 05/12/2019).

16. The regulated education indoctrinates, radicalises, dehumanises
and stupefies. All this document says wouldn’t be possible if there
was a minority largely enough that wasn’t so ignorant or socially
irresponsible.

17. “The issue of Cifuentes MBA shows that the state university is
corrupted”  eldiario.es,  19/08/2018);  the  state  university  the
Complutense, the largest university in Spain: “This faculty is fully
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endogamic: all the people there are either parents, brothers and
sisters,  even  lovers”  (abc.es,  26/02/2020)  and  “My  university
works as a political machine network, following the finest mafia
style” (elpais.com, 10/02/2017).

18. The World Health Organisation (WHO) recognises, due to the high
number  of  mental  disorders,  that  the  Spanish  society  is
distroying itself, and creating ill people. “Mental health is the 3rd
cause of temporary disability in frequency, and the one that lasts
longer”, “Over a million people on average don’t turn up to work
on a daily basis”, “There is a mental disorder behind 62% of the
work disabilities”, “Between 2004 and 2013 a total of 4.947.157
patients were admitted to hospital with a psychiatric diagnosis, at
least  once  in  a  year  (single  patients)”,  “The  neuropsychiatry
illnesses are the first cause of illness burden in Spain”, “The total
expense for mental disorders and neurological illnesses in Spain
amounted to 83.749 million euros in 2010, this equals to 8% of
GDP”.  “About  38,2%  of  the  European  population  suffers  from
mental disorder on a daily basis (European Commission 2010)”.
As per judicial statistics, in 2018 there were 18.288 involuntary
committals,  many  of  them  illegal,  and  5.511  removal  of
competencies, when there is wealth, usually the judge sells the
judgment to steal that wealth.

19. “Alert:  psychotropic  weapons  attack  and  control  our  minds”
(elespanol-com 8/12/2019).

20. The  rise  of  the  public  as  well  as  private,  psychiatric  and
psychologically business is an indefensible evidence of the macro-
State.

21. Spain  is  going  into  its  5th  year  of  environmental  offences  in
Europe (eldiario.es, 23/02/2020).

22. Upon the National Statistic Institute (INE in Spanish), there were
more than 3.600 suicides annually and 22.376 deceases in 2018
due to mental disorders (13.040 in 2008 and 11.796 in 1998).

23. The public health kills and maims without penalising the majority
of those that are responsible for.

24. The prisons are full of innocent people, sometimes in jail due to
institutional retaliation.

25. There are psychiatric commitals due to institutional retaliation.

26. “There  has  been more  than  6.600 cor  torture  or  police  abuse
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cases since 2004 in Spain” (Público, 01/02/2015).

27. Two organisations of the National Health system in Spain have
been reported for  having defrauded the  workers on their  work
disabilities and retirement rights”  (Kaos en la Red, 2019). This
criminal report also informs that work life data of over 200.000
workers has been falsified and that they had sent 135.225 letters
with  falsified  work  life  data  to  delay  retirement.  This  criminal
report has been brought in front of the UN Committee against
Torture  in  2020,  informing that  “there  are  no  statistics  of  the
deceases caused”.

28. An Association has reported to the Public Prosecutor Council at
the  Public  Prosecutor’s  Office  the  existence  of  a  “judicial
intimidation  Mafia”  (kaosenlared.net,  12/04/2018).  This  report
was expanded in 2020 by the alliance of DENUNCIANTES DEL
AUTORITARISMO  JUDICIAL  (whistleblowers  on  judicial
authoritarianism) with information on intimidation to all lawyers
(upon the TEDH- European Court for Human Rights) and to all
directors of judicial victims associations and brought in front of
the Public Prosecutor’s Office, the UN Committee against Torture
and 68 judicial authorities, the General Council of the Judiciary
amongst them.

29. Civil  servants  receive  productivity  bonuses  for  saving  public
monies illegaly and for covering up corruption.

30. Promotioin  in  the  civil  service  requires  a  totalitarian  record.
“Being  accused of  serious crimes against  corruption is  not  an
obstacle for promotion in Spain” (ex Juez Elpidio Silva, Twitter
22/02/2020).

31. “Kinship  links  in  the  Court  of  Audits  reach  out  to  a  100
employees” (El País, 23 JUN 2014).

32. There  is  retaliation  against  whistleblowers  that  report
authoritarianism  and  corruption;  politicians,  police  officers,
prosecutors and judges included. The most shameless case was
that of the Secretary General of the Manos Limpias (Clean Hands)
trade union. He was the main accuser of corrupted politicians,
directly through his complaints, or indirectly as his complaints
became the key booster to the start of the great media business
on corruption.  As  retaliation for  having  sent  a  member  of  the
Royal  Family  to  the  dock,  he  was  sent  to  prison  with  false
accusations.
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33. The largest gap between rich and poor people in Western Europe.
Most  likely,  the  majority  of  rich people  aere  public  authorities
(wealth re- allocation in the macro-State).

34. “More than 3,5 million Spanish people  live  with less than 350
euros per month, this represents 7,6% of the population” (Agencia
EFE, 13 oct. 2016).

35. “Areas without water and electricity, choosing between heating or
food, poverty, evictions...Spain is failing to the most vulnerable”
“Drastic  dusting  down  to  Spain  from  the  UN  Rapporteur  for
Extreme Poverty and Human Rights” (El Mundo, 7 febrero 2020”.
The Rapporteur also said tha: “The current poverty levels are due
to  political  decisions  in  the  last  decades”  (nuevatribuna.es,
07/02/2020).

36. The public sector manages an expenditure equal to the 42% of
the GDP (on average during the last 20 years)” (BBVA Research,
July 2018).

37. In  2017  86.579  millions  of  euros  were  paid  on  retirement
pensions (7,5% of GDP). This is the largest fraud in history. It is
to note that retirement was defined at 65 years of age when, at
the time, the life expectancy was shorter, so the payment on the
retirement pensions was not significant;  the public authorities,
however,  have  not  delayed  the  retirement  age  despite  the
longevity increase; the reason eas to impoverish and invalidate
(psychological,  professional  and  socially)  a  growing  and  more
relevant  percentage  of  the  population.  As  the  former  socialist
Minister, Mr. Solchaga, said in 2018: “Nor even half of them have
paid  even  half  of  what  they  are  receiving”.  The  reality  is  that
social contributions were very low under the Franco dictatorship,
so many pensioners receive now much more than they have paid,
defrauding the following generations. This intergenerational fraud
limit the economic possibilities of the population to oppose the
metamafia  (i.e.:  the  corrupted  institutions),  and  sets  up
illegitimate and byzantine interests to keep it going (patronage).
Further, this is one of the main causes why the masse population
(the majority of them ignorants) supports the welfare state and
deviates the attention of a large part of the social activism that
back the system without knowing it.  9.695.870 pensions as at
31/12/2018.

38. Spain has the largest institutional corruption in Western Europe.
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The European Commission confirms this. It is allowed because
the public authorities of all institutions are profiting and because
of the institutional retaliation of the whistleblowers.

39. “Corruption costs  more than 90.000 million of  euros yearly  in
Spain,  almost  8%  of  GDP”  (RTVE  07.12.2018).  The  cost  was
87.000 million euros in 2016, 48.000 million euros in 2015 and
40.000  million  euros  in  2014.  Clearly  corruption  has  been
institutionalised in the whole public sector because prosecutors
and judges allow for it, as they also profit from it.

40. “2015 started with more than 150 cases of corruption initiated in
all  tribunals.  More  than 2.000 suspects await  a  trial”(El  País).
However,  none  of  them included  the  former  King,  neither  the
President nor former Presidents; neither was there any prosecutor
or  judge,  despite  all  of  them  having  enough  reasons  to  be
included, as per the mass media.

41. “The corrupted person does not think about bribing because all
judges know what it is expected from then if they want to afford
food” (eldiario.es, 10/03/2015).

42. The "EU Anti-Corruption Report" (3.2. 2014) states: "According to
the  2013  Special  Eurobarometer  on  corruption,  63%  of
respondents (highest percentage in the EU) consider themselves
personally affected by corruption in their daily lives (EU average
26%), while 95% say that corruption is a widespread problem in
the country (EU average 76%) and 91% say that corruption exists
in local and regional institutions (EU average: 77%)", in the "2013
Eurobarometer  on  Corruption",  83%  of  Spanish  companies
surveyed (highest percentage in the EU) considered corruption to
be  widespread  in  public  procurement  managed  by  national
authorities  (EU  average:  56%)  and  90%  (second  highest
percentage  in  the  EU)  in  procurement  managed  by  local
authorities (EU average: 60%).

43. The  European  Commission's  "EU  Anti-Corruption  Report"
(3.2.2014)  states:  "A  database  built  on  open  sources  includes
approximately 600 municipalities and 5 144 alleged corruption
cases reported in the media between 1996 and 2009", "In 2011, 1
754 judicial proceedings were opened in cases relating to alleged
illegal acts in land use and urban planning, and convictions were
issued in 408 cases".

44. "Spain uses 40,000 official cars compared to 412 in the United
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States" (Telecinco.es, 13/03/2012).

45. The first report of the new OIReScon,  the Independent Office of
Regulation and Supervision of Contracts, (December 2019) states
that 52.9% of public contracts are overpriced. There are 120,000
public  contracts  which,  according  to  the  Ministry  of  Finance,
account for 13% of GDP.

46. “The  Ministry  of  Justice  acknowledges  that  it  does  not  know
where  the  500  million  in  legal  fees  have  gone"  (europaPress
12/02/2015).

47. The largest informal (underground) economy in Western Europe,
exceeding 20 per cent of GDP. Dirty money does not pay taxes
and is therefore a scam on all  Spaniards.  "The OECD believes
that the Spanish tax system encourages underground economy"
(El  Economista,  22/09/2015).  Indeed,  it  is  allowed  because
public authorities and their partners benefit  most, directly and
indirectly.  "The  underground  economy  takes  23%  of  the  tax
revenue. Irregular activity has a cost of around 70 billion to the
public coffers" (El País 21 JUN 2018). This is another social scam,
by some privileged citizens through the institutional cover-up for
the rest of the population.

48. Corruption through subsidies and other benefits for social agents:
political parties, large trade unions and employers' associations,
as well as professional associations and associations/foundations
of  members  of  metamafia  created  with  public  money  and
subsidized  ("546  foundations,  35  non-profit  institutions;  461
commercial  companies  [...]  by  mid  2019"  (Voz  Populi,
02.02.2020). In this way, meta-mafia corrupts the social sector,
which is the only one that can oppose it  (the population must
come  together  in  associations  to  defend  ourselves  against  the
violence exercised by the state, World Social Forum (2001) and
European Social Forum).

49. Subsidised society (private individuals and organisations from the
business and social sectors). Social parasitism through centrally
planned economy.

50. Given the large volume of the informal economy, it can be said
that  most  people  on  poverty  or  unemployment  benefits  are
cheating the rest of the people.

51. Intentional administrative obstacles: "11% of the beneficiaries of
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rental  assistance  lose  it  through negligence".  (El  País,  29  JUL
2018).

52. Tax benefits for the rich and large corporations.

53. Favouring groups deprived of power, where members favour each
other, often in an anti-legal way.

54. Public procurement from family and friends of metamafia and its
business partners, both in their businesses and through public
employment.

55. Favouring  that  supports  metamafia,  through  the  continuous
granting of rights and benefits that are then not fulfilled, such as
in  pensions,  dependency,  work  incapacity,  etc.  They  are  not
complied with by means of additional laws that limit rights or by
failing  to  comply  with  the  law by  order  of  the  Government  in
office. In this way, meta-mafia gains the support of the masses
(the ignorant, selfish and socially irresponsible majority).

56. "Social  Security  begins  to  refund  overcharges  to  the  self-
employed" (Cinco Días, 8 May 2018). "Slap on the wrist to Spain:
it  is  illegal  to  exclude  another  country's  pension  from  the
calculation of early retirement" (Expansión, 5 DEC 2019).

57. Destruction of the social sector, through privileges and subsidies
to organizations suitable for abusecracy, with enrichment of their
leaders, generally public authorities, family and friends.

58. Use of spy services and police forces to control social activists and
associations acting against metamafia.

59. "14  televisions  charged  with  corruption  in  the  SGAE  'wheel'"
(ABC, 05/02/2020).

60. Bribing  and  intimidating  the  media  to  hide  the  existence  of
totalitarian metamafia (institutionalised media). A former editor of
El  Mundo,  in  his  book  "El  director"  (2019),  describes  state
terrorism and totalitarianism as  follows:  "Power  had  ceased to
fear the press and now it was the press that feared power".

61. A former director of El Mundo, in his book "The Director" (2019),
describes the extortion of journalists from companies as follows:
"Everyone pays [...]  He thinks that for a big company it  is not
money, a few thousand euros. But the consequences of not doing
so  can  be  serious  if  they  spread  a  rumour  that  damages  the
image of the company or its president".
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62. A former  editor  of  El  Mundo,  in his  book "The Editor"  (2019),
describes the corruption of all types of journalism as follows: "The
extra salaries for informants were now the order of the day, paid
by  media  agencies,  football  clubs,  political  parties  and  large
companies like Telefónica, which during the presidency of César
Alierta had 80 of the country's best known informants subsidised
[...] Free meals in the best restaurants, cars lent out indefinitely
and loans at interest unimaginable for the rest of the population
were the order of the day".

63. Regarding  the  "Global  Public  Sector  Performance  Indicator  [...]
Spain's index stood at around 3.4 in 2017, in the 80th position
out of 137 countries" (BBVA Research, July 2018).

64. In  2019,  the  number  of  public  salaries  has  exceeded  that  of
private salaries.

65. One of  the lowest  Interprofessional  Minimum Wage in Western
Europe.

66. Highest labour taxes in the world.

67. Highest unemployment and structural unemployment in Western
Europe.

68. These  punishments  for  work  decrease  productivity  and
impoverish  the  entire  population.  "While  productivity  in  Spain
increased  by  around  16% in  2017  compared  to  1996,  in  the
European Union it increased by over 30%" (BBVA Research, July
2018). The constant decrease in Spanish productivity (in relation
to the rest of the world), corruption and the maintenance of the
macro-state, are making life in Spain worse every day.

69. Higher  prices  in  basic  services  (banking,  electricity  and
telecommunications) in the European Union.

70. The  centres  for  minors  in  Spain:  a  lucrative  business  where
sometimes  extreme  techniques  are  used  (eldiario.es,
07/01/2019).

71. Monitors of a centre for minors in Mallorca knew that there were
girls  in  prostitution"  (telecinco.es,  24/01/2020);  "There  is
prostitution  of  minors  under  guardianship  all  over  Spain"
(elpais.com, 26/02/2020)

72. "The Church does not inform the Ministry of Justice of cases of
paedophilia" (cadenaser.com, 16/02/2019)
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73. The Church registered 30,000 properties as its own in almost two
decades" (El País, 13 Aug 2019), "The tax haven of the Spanish
Catholic Church" (eldiario.es, 12/01/2017)

74. Authorities and public officials (politicians, judges, prosecutors,
police,  leaders  of  institutions)  involved  in  organised  crime:
murder,  paedophilia,  kidnapping  of  minors,  arms  and  drug
trafficking, money laundering, falsification of official documents,
appropriation of  assets and inheritance,  corruption,  retaliation,
etc. Spain is the gateway for the entry of drugs into Europe due to
the  participation  of  the  public  administrative  and  judicial
authorities. The turnover of this metamafia is much higher and
causes more victims, even death, than all the private mafias.

75. Brussels  reprimands  Spain  for  not  applying  the  anti-money
laundering  Directive  and  threatens  sanctions"  (El  Economista,
12/02/2020).

76. The Spanish public authorities, both administrative and judicial,
live on the fringes of reality and the law, with total IMPUNITY.

77. Institutional discredit  delegitimizes democracy.  This widespread
mistrust of institutions has been noted by the public Sociological
Research  Centre  (CIS)  and  by  the  European  Union's
Eurobarometers.

78. For all the above reasons, Spain could be called Swindleland.

The  above  points  describe  the  contemporary  Spanish  society,  a
decadent  criminal  society  that  has  been created by  the  institutions,
with the support of the media power, the financial power, the business
power, the trade unions, the professional associations and the society
as a whole, including the consent of the highest democratic power: the
masses.

A minority  of  judges  have  pronounced  themselves  on this  situation;
among others the following:

 Judge Alaya, who said among other things: "My criticism is of the
system" [...]  of a pact between the PP and the PSOE", "I stated
that the dependence on the General Prosecutor's Office made it
impossible  for  all  the  prosecutors  in  Spain  to  investigate  the
cases". (2018-2019).

 Former  Judge  Elpidio  Silva:  "If  I  blow  the  whistle  the  system
would not  stand it"  (2013),  "The judiciary  is  an instrument  of
oppression [...] in an authoritarian monarchical regime [...] rights
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are worthless, the person is worthless", the state is "mafia-like"
(2020);  "Two  words  summarise  the  impunity  and  degradation
suffered  by  the  Spanish  state,  as  a  result  of  the  actions  of
#Spanish Justice: Fear Cowardice" (2020).

 Judge Acayro said: "There is much more corruption than citizens
imagine" (2017).

 "Judge Presencia:  'They are trying to annihilate us,  the judges
that denounced corruption'" (diario16.com, 21/03/2019).

On 4-4-2016, in an interview with a Spanish professor, the latter stated
that the Spanish crisis is due to institutional corruption, stating: "With
institutions like the Swedish ones, Spain would progress like Sweden".
He is right, but no country in the world is an example to follow, because
they all have a metaphor. The "American dream", "communism" and the
"welfare state" are all failed models due to the existence of metamafia in
all of them.

Spaniards believe that the current young generations are living worse
than their parents (Report to the European Council  of the Reflection
Group on the Future of the EU in 2030 which was delivered in 2010).
All of the above news items have resulted in this widespread recognition
of the indisputable situation of decline and, it is said, the agony of the
"78 regime".

The member countries of the European Union spend huge amounts of
public money, to learn new methods of enriching institutional leaders
and public authorities,  and to impoverish the population in order to
subdue it more easily.

The decline continues to increase in a context of economic growth and
increasing wealth created by the business sector; it is therefore clear
that the decline is produced by the national public sector (metamafia),
with the consent of the international bodies that have documented this
situation.

It is necessary for the minority with a sufficient level of unindoctrination
to reflect on the meaning of the above, and especially on the following:

 A systemically corrupt public sector directly controls 42% of what
we  produce,  directing  the  lives  of  people  and  private
organisations,  for  its  own  benefit  and  that  of  its  partners  in
abuse.

 The  appropriation  of  everyone's  money  (confiscation),  limits
resources  for  entrepreneurship  and  innovation,  further  driving
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low  productivity  and  low  competitiveness,  obedience  and
submission,  authoritarianism,  corruption  and,  in  general,
decadence.

 In  addition,  the  public  sector  manipulates  another  relevant
percentage of the economy, through laws that benefit a few with
the support of the rest of the public authorities, increasing the
centralised planning of the economy. As a result, Spain has the
most  expensive  basic  services  (electricity  and
telecommunications) in the European Union.

 This  centrally  planned  economy,  like  communism,  has
institutionalised various scams from one to another: eight percent
of  GDP in corruption,  7.5  percent  for  retirement  pensions,  six
percent in tax fraud, etc. Just adding up these three concepts,
more than 21.5% of GDP is swindled from citizens.

 The public sector decides when and what we should study, when
we come of age, when we cannot work, when we should retire,
what most of the money we produce is used for, enslaving the
population.

 8% of the GDP is spent on services and pills to alleviate mental
and  neurological  disorders  that  are  mainly  produced  by
metamafia (impositions, obstacles, education, health, centralised
economy,  corruption,  authoritarianism,  etc.).  In  this  way,
businesses are promoted that generally harm mental health even
more, such as psychiatry, psychiatric admissions and psychology,
which  prioritise  the  maintenance  of  their  clients,  abandoning
guidance to help them overcome their problems.

 This  unfair  and  unnecessary  management  of  that  more  than
71.5%  of  the  money  we  produce,  makes  people  (exploitative
minority, consenting majority and the majority in general) have
serious mental disorders until they reach suicide, with a very low
quality of life compared to the resources produced and a worse
life every day. Decline is unsustainable and it is more dangerous
to maintain the established order than the necessary revolution to
change it.

 A small group of psychopathic morons (Government: members of
the Council of Ministers) decide on most of the economy and the
way of life of the Spanish people. They have the mitigating factor
that inertia rules more than they do, but is this concentration of
power, which is characteristic of democracy, necessary?
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 With the existence of the social sector and businesses, would a
public sector made up only of criminal courts and a tax authority
be  preferable,  in  order  to  have  a  fair  society  that  constantly
improves people's lives?

Authoritarianism (public authorities that do not comply with the law
with total IMPUNITY) is the core problem of democracies.

Non-profit direct authoritarianism is more destructive to society than
direct profit (corruption in the restrictive sense), because it is destroying
all European societies, increasing the widespread discredit of national
and  European  institutions,  and  of  democracy,  having  led  European
societies to decline.

Russian philosopher and writer  Alissa Zinovievna correctly  described
metamafia as leading to decadence when she wrote:

"When  you  see  that  trading  is  done,  not  by  consent,  but  by
compulsion–when you see that in order to produce, you need to
obtain permission from men who produce nothing–when you see
that  money is  flowing to those  who deal,  not  in goods,  but in
favors–when you see that men get richer by graft and by pull than
by  work,  and  your  laws  don’t  protect  you  against  them,  but
protect  them  against  you–when  you  see  corruption  being
rewarded and honesty becoming a self-sacrifice–you may know
that your society is doomed". 

“Another world is possible” and neccesary

Javier Marzal
Chair of the International Association to Change the World

www.iachangetheworld.org
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